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The topic of soulbound, non-transferable tokens is getting lots of interest within the blockchain space lately as 
decentralized societies become more tangible with Web3 social media applications and DAOs. In this article, I 
want to outline how such tokens function, their problems for adoption and standardization, and how they differ 
from verifiable credentials in the SSI field. As such soulbound assets will likely rely on extended recovery and 
asset management schemes to become viable identities that safely gain reputation and trust, features like social 
recovery and contract-based accounting are incorporated. By combining those new technologies and the the-
oretical crypto-native identity construct, the paper will give an impression of the future user-centric data eco-
nomy. 

1. Current NFT Landscape

NFTs are non-fungible, tradable tokens primarily used to 
represent something of monetary value, but use cases 
for documenting attendance, skills, and accomplish-
ments have become more prevalent. These tokens are 
attestations to specific individuals and hold value similar 
to diplomas, certificates of achievement, or even reputa-
tions gained through interpersonal interactions. This use 
case reveals an issue with current NFT standards: they 
are transferable and cannot be bound to a specific indi-
vidual. As Vitalik Buterin discussed [1], today's NFTs are 
tradable items that can gain value and inevitably 
become a signal of wealth, even when it is not the origi-
nal intent.  

2. Soulbound Token Functionality

Unlike regular NFTs, soulbound tokens (SBTs) are a con-
cept of non-transferable assets. Once issued, they be-
long to a specific identity. They cannot move to a new 
address (without social recovery) and cannot be traded 
for a different asset. However, they can represent spe-
cific values. Soulbound tokens mimic special certificates, 
accomplishments, accurate proof of attendance, or 
social interaction graphs that cannot stem from another 
identity. Issuers of these tokens “are not interested in 
whether or not you paid someone who attended some 
event. They are interested in whether or not you perso-
nally attended that event.” [1] 

Bound tokens could be issued by the same account, ac-
ting as a post or information about themselves, but also 
attested or shared by other individuals or institutions. A 
Web3 attestation flow [2] would enable self-sovereign 
acting users with attesters and verify instances around 
them. Handing out such soulbound tokens from others 
to user accounts would enable bound airdrops from 
communities or a DAO controlled by accounts with 
certain SBTs instead of votes that could just be traded, 
building much stronger bonds within communities. 

2.1 Issues with non-transferability 

The decision POAP [3] made when creating their atten-
dance token ecosystem breaks down the problems 
faced with developing bound tokens. 

1. Users might have good reasons to migrate their assets 
to a different wallet for security concerns. Externally Ow-
ned Accounts (EOAs), the most prevalent blockchain wal-
lets currently used, are bound to one single recovery
phrase that cannot be changed if compromised. That's
due to their minimal key-based [4] nature. Users would
face the loss of their non-transferable tokens if these ac-
counts became inaccessible or compromised.

2. Users could create a custom smart contract with a
transfer or ownership function to hold the bound NFT.
With such wrapper contracts, users could sell or trade
the asset’s “shell” instead of the non-transferable NFT if
transfer functions are limited to one or static within an
NFT’s constructor.

Transferability has led to exploiting tokens that are not 
meant to be transferred, like secret drops or whitelist 
spots. One could argue that services that rely on those 
NFTs can verify ownership by checking if the asset has 
been moved, but there are further issues:  

3. SBTs on EOAs could not exist without external proof
and reissuing services. Imagine a user who wants to up-
date their address. They would need to verify that they
are the original identity of both the current and the new
address, denying that the SBT has not been sold. It
would require a dependency/process to authenticate.
Such a service is provided by the Proof-of-Humanity at-
testation service [5] but might get complicated against
non-human identities. However, even more cumber-
some, every attestation service would have to imple-
ment an interface to either burn/reissue or transfer the
SBTs, which will cause a tremendous number of transac-
tions for rich histories of interactions.



4. What if only the owner of the anonymous smart
contract wrapper has changed without transferring the
NFT that it holds? Depending on the management of the
roles of such a smart contract, the traceability of SBTs
can become unmanageable, as people may just set up a
non-standardized and non-bound shell around them.

The conclusion: Soulbound tokens are not easy to imple-
ment because they must be issued to specific identities 
that have met a particular prerequisite, which requires 
customer verification (KYC) or an established social 
construct. Once the framework is more tangible, proto-
types will likely test different attestation aspects and 
protocols. 

Here, modular standards [6] (LSPs) mainly developed by 
LUKSO for now, can solve some issues by replacing tra-
ditional EOAs with smart contract-based accounts built 
around the ERC725 Proxy Account [7] standard. Such 
can contain metadata for storing verifiable information 
or claims of identities and only use EOAs as their control-
lers. An example would be Universal Profiles [8], which 
can have descriptions, pictures, assets, and more data 
attached. Through a key manager, the account can be 
controlled by multiple keys with individual permissions, 
safely allowing numerous devices and services to restrict 
control of the identity. Unlike key-based accounts, 
contract-based ones can update security without losing 
tokens or relying on third parties to reissue assets. Ser-
vices could only hand out non-transferable tokens di-
rectly to Universal Profiles if they prove their ownership 
through controller keys. Especially such an interface de-
tection for universal contract standards further limits 
the use of wrapping up assets.  

In theory, the only edge case remaining is setting up an 
abstract identity from an anonymous profile when 
buying an asset that starts gaining an honest reputation 
after the first (and final) SBT trade. For example, a Uni-
versal Profile that stays anonymous to get some SBTs. 
Since it cannot secretly sell the SBTs, it sells the whole 
anonymous account to someone instead. The buyer 
could change the keys, fill his profile with correct infor-
mation, and act truthfully. The only remedy would be at-
testers introducing precautions. 

2.2 Hybrid types for extended management 

SBTs could also implement a revoke function for issuers 
or communities, where tokens are initially revocable and 
transferable before transitioning into a strict non-trans-
ferability. To ensure tokens are not financialized and 
sold to a different party, or if keys are lost or stolen, the 
issuer could burn and reissue (or transfer) the token to 
a new wallet. Such hybrid forms could also bring lots of 
value when proving if the user has authentic community 
membership or is new to Web3 and does not have his 
final account set up. Tokens or memberships could be 
easily revoked within a probationary period or after a 
duration of unexplained inactivity. 

The more SBTs the account has, the easier it would be to 
prove the identity belongs to that address, thereby con-
firming the legitimacy of reputation-based NFTs and 
SBTs held within the account. These systems serve social 
media purposes, similar to a resume for job applicants. 
Instead of proving work experience and the completion 
of assessments, SBTs allow for the growth of online re-
putation as a means for being recognized and taken se-
riously. If there is only one SBT and an account with few 
interactions, it will become difficult to distinguish 
between honest members and blenders. Uncertainty 
may lead to actual engagement counters or metrics, as 
an SBT is only as good as its strict hand-out process and 
trusted issuer. 

2.3 Cutting dependencies 

Even if there is no standardization for SBTs yet, the con-
cepts are slowly becoming tangible. Web2 was never 
built around sovereign identities; instead, machines with 
their device address connected to central servers and 
having their data managed and held by external ser-
vices. [2] Even if Web3 could solve such dependencies in 
the future, it currently still lacks primitives to represent 
social identities in the first place. Most blockchain pro-
jects have become fundamentally dependent on Web2 
or are using Web2-like structures in the backend. Some 
examples of the dependencies we face: 

1. Since EOAs cannot represent profiles independently,
NFT artists rely on centralized platforms like OpenSea
and Twitter to commit to scarcity and initial provenance
and act as authenticated projects. EOAs do not have
data attached; they only serve as an address to hold as-
sets and sign data with a private key so that outsourcing
appears justified.

2. DAOs that try to move beyond sellable coins for voting 
often rely on Web2 profiles to authenticate and ensure
Sybil resistance. Faucets or quota systems face the same 
issue. Using the Ethereum Name Service (ENS) as a Web3 
equivalent mainly depends on a paid subscription [4],
but also just acts as a sellable NFT held by an address.

3. Many Web3 participants rely on custodial wallets ma-
naged by centralized entities like Coinbase or Binance.
Decentralized key management systems are not user-
friendly and lack the functionality to act on happened
transfers for tokens or NFTs, making it super hard to ma-
nage assets even before building more complex data
economies like social media applications.

4. Most services gathering asset information about an
account rely on centralized projects like Etherscan since
services cannot easily read data directly from the net-
work or smart contracts.

The common sense of criticism directs to the conclusion 
that there need to be multiple standards between the 
token and its account to enable convenient and de-
centralized societies, leading to the next question. 



3. What is a soulbound token without a Soul?

Souls as token enclosures in outlined decentralized 
societies could represent humans, machines, organiza-
tions, or anonymous or fictional personalities- anything 
that requires an identity and a reputation bound to them 
specifically. An identity has little value without external 
attestations of abilities, qualities, and character- the buil-
ding blocks of reputation and trust. SBTs can represent 
these attestations for Web3 identities, but unlike most 
tokens today, they hold no value without this bond to an 
identity instance, e.g., “Soul.” 

It is crucial not to restrict what a Soul is and what it could 
become. Through Proof of Humanity [5], a human Soul 
might be able to expand the field of decentralized fi-
nance (DeFi) services into undercollateralized lending. 
SBTs could represent “digital twins” of real-world assets 
or other requirements from the DeFi world. But one 
might also gain a reputation in other communities by ha-
ving a fictitious identity, as seen by the movement of 
Web3 communities where NFTs act as entry points to ga-
ted communities. SBTs could enable new horizons 
within public or private communities for both sides. 

Still, Souls as regular EOAs make it hard to enable the full 
capability of SBTs in a decentralized society: 

1. There is no standardized way of attaching data directly
to the account other than by holding or owning an exter-
nal contract that might be transferable.

2. There is only one backup seed for each account, and
people could quickly lose their Souls and assets. This
lack of security is especially problematic for individuals
with valuable assets and cross-app reputations stored
on one account. Users should not hold their whole iden-
tity or Soul on one single, static backup.

3. There is no structure to owning multiple social graphs
or tokens with one identity. Every NFT is just thrown onto 
one address, which can be chaotic without Souls for
every service.

4. They lack convenience. EOAs need funds before inter-
acting with anything on-chain, cannot accept or reject
transactions, cannot store data themselves, and do not
store their set of owned assets in a decentralized, auto-
mated way.

In conclusion, SBTs do not directly bring more people 
into the blockchain ecosystem; it is the framework that 
surrounds them. Extended account functionalities and 
convenience are needed for new use cases and mass 
adoption. Souls must function as a user-centered iden-
tity manager, not just a simple token enclosure. 

4. Mainstreaming contract-based accounts

As mentioned before, LSPs could be seen as a game 
changer for decentralized societies. Since 2020 the 
LUKSO project has been actively building standards to 
simplify and improve the blockchain experience. It could 
become the perfect framework for Souls, even without 

initially considering SBTs. In detail, the combination of 
an EC725 Proxy Account [7] and LSP2 Storage Schema 
[9] lets a basic EOA evolve into a contract-based identity
that features attaching rich information to it in a unified
list scheme that is easily parsable and expandable. This
could become useful for direct claims or attached assets
on the ERC725 Account. [6] LSP3 [10] further transforms
the account into a Universal Profile, adding public data
like images, names, tags, and descriptions. With the LSP6 
Key Manager [11], a Soul could easily update and up-
grade the security to swap out or manage multiple keys
and define specific permissions. By having a Storage
Schema, the frame of the SBT could already have its me-
tadata before attaching anything to it. It would enable
identities to start gaining some initial reputation and in-
teract with each other in an easily accessible way, which
is especially needed to go beyond the current Web3
adoption.

In combination, the ecosystem of LSPs [4] will remove 
numerous dependencies and bring more convenience. 
For instance, The LSP1 Universal Receiver [12] is a stan-
dard for transaction handling that could be used to re-
ject or approve tokens. The feature is not only conve-
nient, but it also allows for the safe listing of specific ac-
counts. The ability to deny specific soulbound tokens 
and social interactions is vital in the context of Souls, as 
SBTs are ideally forever connected to an address. 

4.1 Social Media adoption for Web3 

LENS [13], a popular blockchain social media protocol, 
can serve as an example that further outlines the bur-
dens of EOA-Souls. The project uses EOAs to receive an 
NFT that mimics account profiles. Using NFTs as profiles 
has considerable disadvantages. The social media iden-
tity is not only attached to a static EOA key but also uses 
regular transferable NFTs, which means Souls purely 
rely on data from held assets instead of data being di-
rectly attached to the account. Not just profiles, but also 
interactions (posts, follows, comments, or reposts) are 
represented by an NFT. Since there is no functionality to 
accept or deny incoming assets, bot accounts could re-
gister handles, follow spam channels and send NFTs re-
presenting a follow to other accounts, which would pro-
pagate the unapproved content within their feed. This 
spamming could get even worse if spam attesters 
handed out SBTs. Therefore, prompt or discard by 
default should be common sense when introducing fu-
ture SBTs. By using the NFT method, multiple profiles 
could also be sent to one EOA, making them unusable 
with any social graphs, as their interactions are not lin-
ked directly. Uncontrollability of asset transfers may be 
why Aave, initiator of the protocol, is hesitant to issue 
handles. 

Even for the organization of assets and attached ser-
vices, LSP9 offers Vaults [14] that mimic profile subfol-
ders or separated wallets, keeping NFTs well organized 
and enabling services to read and write contents from or 
to certain sub-contracts. This categorization might 



become essential long-term when things like social me-
dia posts fill up accounts with thousands of NFTs. For 
SBTs, it has to be said that such Vaults would also need 
to be bound. Without proper organization, searching for 
a token from the past becomes unwieldy. This chaos can 
already be seen on some OpenSea profiles of larger 
LENS accounts:  it quickly happens to lose sight, which 
will only get messier for future social graphs. Like sub-
domains on ENS [15], Vaults could be the best solution 
for these organizational issues. The read access to Vault 
contracts would further allow users to focus on enjoying 
social applications. In contrast, the applications manage 
their transactions but always keep data and rights on the 
user’s side. 

4.2 Convenience is essential 

LUKSO standards can provide users unprecedented con-
venience and reduce dependencies on centralized enti-
ties [16] with standards for tracking received assets and 
a tool to subsidize transaction fees. Currently, most 
blockchains rely on centralized instances like Etherscan’s 
block explorer to query a profile’s current and previously 
owned assets and transaction history. For future de-
centralized societies, frequent tokenized rights or inter-
action checks will result in heavy demand for these 
queries. LSP5 [17] and LSP10 [18] keep track of every ow-
ned asset or Vault by default. This information can al-
ways be read directly from the contract, removing the 
need for block explorer APIs and making room for truly 
decentralized frontends. 

Developing a novel blockchain ecosystem goes beyond 
the creation of smart contract standards. A standardized 
off-chain relay tool [19] built by LUKSO also allows ser-
vices to pay for transactions and execute them on the 
user's behalf. Users are alleviated from directly paying 
fees, so they no longer have to get coins from crypto 
exchanges to start interacting with the blockchain. Pro-
jects and companies can develop new business models, 
such as advertising or subscription-based financing, net-
work quotas allowances, or subsidized onboarding. 
These features provide a more familiar experience for 
the user, significantly lowering the entry barrier for 
newcomers who expect a Web2 user experience. For 
services like LENS, users would not have to get MATIC 
tokens before claiming a handle or publishing a post. 
Instead, EVM-based projects could run their funded off-
chain relay service to create better onboarding. 

Using extended complexity like smart contracts as ac-
counts requires more gas per transaction and therefore 
comes with a higher cost. The team at LUKSO spent 
years developing those fundamental building blocks and 
making them as modular and lightweight as possible. 
However, it won't be the best experience on occupied 
networks, which are struggling with fees already. If most 
of the network still uses EOAs, they further heavily lack 
the feature set while interacting with contract-based ac-
counts. Blockchain standards can only achieve long-las-

ting and proper convenience if the entire ecosystem re-
lies on them. That’s why LUKSO focuses on a standalone 
ecosystem. However, standards and tools are compa-
tible with all EVM chains and developed for various eco-
nomies. 

5. The need for community recovery

The last chapter explained the significant impact 
contract-based accounts bundled with a key manager 
could offer for Soul recovery. For security concerns, ser-
vices could implement varying burn-and-reassign me-
thods for SBTs. One example would be using social 
recovery schemes [20], where trusted relationships are 
relied upon to back up a Soul instead of just creating 
more self-recovery options for the user. But defining the 
right set of Souls to restore an identity might be difficult. 
The user must balance choosing a significant enough 
number of friends to avoid both power positions and 
collusion. Group size can have a substantial effect on in-
terpersonal relationships within a group. Collective thin-
king dominates in large groups, as opposed to small 
groups, where each voice carries more weight and has a 
high impact in the event of discrepancies. 

For social recovery decision-making, large groups may 
succumb to a collective opinion more than the individu-
al's wishes. In contrast, smaller groups with closer inter-
personal relationships can more accurately manage a 
Soul's wishes but have less collective accountability, ma-
king them more prone to collusion. Here, death, dispu-
tes, or falling out of touch would require frequent up-
dates to maintain a successful recovery.  

A more robust solution, is tying Soul recovery to its 
memberships across communities or services, drawing 
on a broad set of real-time relationships for security. [21] 
People a user currently and frequently interacts with 
could attest that an old account is no longer accessible 
or under that user's control. After a certain number of 
attestations, the previous SBT can be removed, and a 
new token reissued to a new address. Such a community 
recovery model would require consent from a member 
belonging to a qualified majority of a random subset of 
Soul communities. 

By “embedding security in sociality,” [21] users can 
constantly regenerate the keys to access their accounts 
through community recovery, deterring Soul theft or 
sale. If someone wants to sell a Soul, he would also have 
to bribe all his recovery relationships, annihilating its or 
his social circle’s credibility. 

Social recovery does not provide a solution for 
recovering compromised EOA private keys from an atta-
cker. Once known, the attacker can always act as the 
compromised identity, since the backup is static. Again, 
a set of smart contract-based accounts could likely bring 
SBTs forward. Mainstream adopters could secure their 
identity with multiple private keys for different devices. 
Since the smart contract address will stay the same, SBTs 
would not need to be burned and reissued from old 



addresses. Only the keys and security will require upda-
ting through recovery, reducing the overhead issuers 
would deal with. LSPs, as sophisticated building blocks 
coming out of the ERC725 Alliance [22] work field, are a 
giant leap forward in developing security options for the 
ecosystem. With changeable keys with different permis-
sions, hackers will likely be limited in functionality by 
default. If set up correctly, the scheme efficiently pre-
vents unauthorized users from accessing the higher per-
mission keys of the Soul. Proper backups, like commu-
nity recovery, could be added in the future to act as the 
final option for regenerating keys to control a lost Soul. 

6. Caution when binding Souls

Although possibilities may sound promising, people 
must use Souls with caution and anonymity. SBTs have 
great potential to “compensate for in-group dynamics 
and achieve cooperation across differences.” [21] Still, 
they risk being “used to automate red-lining of disfa-
vored social groups or even target them for cyber or phy-
sical attack, or enforce restrictive migration policies.” 
[21] Initially, individuals might only carry SBTs that they
are comfortable sharing publicly. Still, as most of society
grows into such ways of interaction, some will not ques-
tion the consequences of sharing. An excess of SBTs may 
reveal too much, making the Soul transparent and vul-
nerable to social control. Blockchain-based systems
used for social media are likely public by default, and so
are the profile and NFT data written into contracts. “Any
relationship recorded on-chain is immediately visible
not just to the participants, but also to anyone in the
entire world.” [21] If improperly managed, having mul-
tiple anonymous Souls and pseudonyms for various
social corners and SBTs could make it very easy to cor-
relate different Souls to each other.

Services could use zero-knowledge proofs for linked off-
chain data that can only be seen by certain other Souls 
if revealed. However, when examining the other ext-
reme, having too many private SBTs may lead to hidden 
communication channels that eschew correlation dis-
counting for governance and social coordination, for-
ming dangerous manipulative bubbles that undermine 
healthy social systems. 

Cheating can also be an uncomfortable subject. “Souls 
may misrepresent their social solidarity, while coordina-
ting through private or side channels.” [21] For example, 
if SBTs were issued to prove attendance to a required 
conference, unscrupulous conferences could offer such 
SBTs in exchange for bribes. With an adequate number 
of bribed people, Souls and bots could generate fake 
social graphs that make the account look authentic.  

Managing faked social bubbles could become cumber-
some for DAOs and their voting power. “Conversely, if 
SBTs are used to discount coordination, Souls may avoid 
SBTs to maximize their influence.” [21] Coordination is a 
game theoretical problem on its own. Solutions include 
creating highly frequented community channels with 

strong social ties and repeated interactions, similar to 
school classes or working environments. Services could 
also require SBTs or strong bonds to others to partici-
pate in discussions to detect superficial, collusive 
groups. Regarding the backend, protocols could imple-
ment incentives and punishment systems to encourage 
honest behavior. Fortunately, there is already research 
on social media behavior from the recent decade that 
can be drawn upon. 

7. Connection to Verifiable Credentials

For self-sovereign identity (SSI), the W3C [23] has been 
setting up new standards for years with Decentralized 
Identifiers [24] (DIDs) and Verifiable Credentials [25] 
(VCs) to issue certificates. These standards use a Web3-
like Identity Flow [2] similar to SBTs, where data is mana-
ged in a user-centric way. Issued certificates are share-
able depending on the user's location. Still, they often in-
clude personal, sensitive items such as driver's licenses 
or passports and mainly focus on institutional, centrali-
zed issuers like universities, governments, etc. VCs also 
differ since they do not specifically need to operate on a 
public blockchain. Hadrien Charlanes, founder of the SSI 
attestation project Sismo [26], mentioned: "VCs fit well 
with systems requiring off-chain operators, databases, 
and traditional actors." [27] They are perfect for use 
cases like "KYC, off-chain certificates and to bridge from 
Web2 to a blockchain native environment." [27] Instead, 
SBTs are crypto-native, fully operating as a data layer on 
the blockchain. 

SBT standards can become new members of the already 
actively developing SSI tech stack. SBTs and VCs comple-
ment each other because of the data protection termi-
nology. [21] SBTs are initially public, making them unsui-
table for private data. On the contrary, VCs are used to 
sharing information unilaterally, making them unsui-
table for joint social applications since they rely on some 
level of publicity and community. When sharing VCs, 
Souls cannot know that another one owns an SBT until 
that information is shared. Invisibility makes estab-
lishing a reputation, credible commitments, and visibly 
verifiable governance impossible. Secondly, it is almost 
impossible for an identity in a multiparty social relations-
hip to have the unilateral right to disclose the relations-
hip without the consent of the others. When two parties 
co-own an asset and choose to represent their relations-
hip through a VC, such a credential does not enable 
mutual consent and permissions. This problem carries 
over to more complex cases in managing ownership and 
complex organizational forms such as DAOs and permis-
sions, a feature of decentralized societies. [21] 

The DID and VCs standards built on top of the current 
economy that deals with restrictions on private data are 
slowly seeing adoption. Ideas that take an approach by 
focusing on public data push development forward ra-
pidly. [2] Here, SBTs and LSPs have the significant advan-
tage of developing on a blue ocean for a data economy 



that is yet to come. Various businesses outside the crea-
tive economy could adapt, expand or dock onto stan-
dards to make mainstream decentralized services a rea-
lity for the younger generation, whose most crucial skill 
is the exchange and finding of interests among each 
other that SBTs could soon enable. 

9. Outlook

The path from the current web3 ecosystem to aug-
mented sociality mediated by SBTs faces a classic adop-
tion dilemma: SBTs encourage non-transferability and 
identity-specific approvals, but today's EOA wallets do 
not have proper backup schemes and risk losing their 
digital Soul. As the paper about decentralized societies 
stated, “In order for community recovery wallets to work, 
they need a wide variety of SBTs across discrete commu-
nities to be secure. What comes first: SBTs or strong 
social recovery?” [21] 

This question of the SBT’s birth is the perfect starting 
point for contract-based accounts and the first set of 
LSPs [28] built beyond the ERC725 Proxy Account [7] 
standard. Here, communities can develop various key 
and backup schemes beyond a key manager without 
reissuing SBTs, as their Soul will only update its control-
ler keys. Such contract-based Souls can also deliver 
much more convenience like permission handling, re-
layed  transactions, or transfer approvals. Extended 
functionality would allow accounts to exist with solid on-
boarding, directly added claims, and recovery before 
more significant amounts of SBTs are handed out. Due 
to their integrated data storage, proper enclosures will 
further give more weight to who users are and less 
about what they have acquired. All this leads to safe-
guarding people and their assets without relying on 3rd 
parties. 

Hybrid versions of SBTs could be another good starting 
point by giving communities time to build proper 
recovery before tokens are locked, further strengthen-
ing SBT issuing. But it has to be said that such manage-
ment schemes still would have to be laid out and tested 
in the wild. For now, ideas are novel, and there is no 
commonly adopted flow regarding social media soluti-
ons. 

Judging by all the community building happening in 
Web3, proper Soul frames and related SBTs could move 
the crypto scene from a generally money-oriented 
mindset into a more social space, giving people back not 
only power over their data and interactions but also pla-
cing focus on what truly matters: individuals and their 
genuine, unique relationships. 
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